
A First Attempt by Vanellus
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Across

1 Image using bits created by Mac OS 
reconfiguration I used (6)

5 Beat man? Core secret revealed during 
hiding in shower, large amount of ice 
applied afterwards (8)

9 Rocky part of Scottish group needs to add 
virtuoso? (8)

10 Pounds? Takes after thin half only! (6)

11 Sort of charm is point, probably wasted if 
this? (12)

13 Deal most often to East when here? (4)

14 French to go before information is 
displayed, as it will cause a reaction (8)

17 Parts of pub lack capacity to stage singer 
(8)

18 Back massage with unknown plant (4)

20 I cut cat out to get mongrel hound for sale 
(5,7)

23 Engage safely feature ahead of ball (6)

24 Horny state, aroused: I hope it gains a 
following! (8)

25 Mired in BS, elite academic group gets no 
second loan for capital (8)

26 Form of control needed when regret about 
deceased, foremost, finally leads to onset 
of relapse (6)

Down

2 Starts over in new kitchen, then some 
swine says this? (4)

3 Without thinking, a jerk pursues small 
matter around university (9)

4 Young animal is beginning to make a 
movement (6)

5 Scare GP witless when abusing beer with 
Yank and possibly his team? (5,3,7)

6 Shock when climbing over awful place, 
seek natural cover (8)

7 Carries pack of Mexican food? Forget it! 
(5)

8 Cleric rips into prank (6,4)

12 Estuarial river with no source lies 
downstream of much smaller one; about 
first rational one, maybe? (4,6)

15 Outlaw plan to rebuild Brig o' Doon: last 
of piling to be replaced by H-section! (5,4)

16 Players may enjoy a night on the tiles, 
until... (8)

19 ... put down final letter, then hesitate. 
Without doubt, it has strings attached! (6)

21 Wild definitely means something to bear! 
(5)

22 Pole has point, but don't tell him... (4)


